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Kentucky Digital Library
More than just tobacco, bourbon
and horse racing

+

The beginnings….
 Finding

aids

 Photographs

on

microfilm
Manuscripts

 Maps
 Books

Newspapers

on microfilm

Audio

and video

+

Boutique
Early

projects – looked good

Not

cost effective

Not

scalable

But

formative
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Boutique to mass digitization
Automating
Focusing

everything that we can

on creating tools and

services
Continuing

to streamline digitization

workflow
Creating

more structure and
guidelines
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Mass digitization of archival
collections
Tweak

workflow for volume

Process
Digitize

collections at folder level

collections as they are in
the folders
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Repository Infrastructure

Blacklight discovery
DAITSS management
Micro services
File Store
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Collections
Newspapers
Books

(800,000 pages)

(300,000 pages)

Finding

Aids (5,000)

Photographs

(110,000)
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Collections
Archival
Oral

folder contents (22,000)

Histories (800)

Maps
Other

(4,700)

paginated publications
(200,000)
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Growing exponentially
Providing

more control over

metadata
Fast

automated processing to get
collections online

DPLA

will provide added
incentives for more to participate
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
Focus on our strengths - Newspapers
60+

year history preserving
newspapers

National

Digital Newspaper Program

(NDNP)
Going

beyond NDNP (over 800,000
pages)
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Newspaper digitization
NDNP
High
Do

Standards set by LC

volume

parts of the process that
require our expertise

Kentucke Gazette – 1789 – 1849
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Great newspaper content
 Westward

expansion

 Appalachian
 African

American newspapers

 Civil War
 Coal
 Daily

communities and life

newspapers

Camps
Racing Form
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
Focus on our strengths – Oral History
30+

year history

Louie
Oral

B Nunn Center for Oral History

history in a digital age
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Oral History Metadata
Synchronizer (OHMS)
Making
Time

stamp transcript

Moving
Plug

oral history searchable
beyond the transcript

ins for other CMS

Tyler Gayheart Interview (Louie B. Nunn
Center for Oral History at UK)
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Great oral history content
 Appalachian

life

 World War

I and II veterans

 Organized

crime

 Bourbon

Industry

 Horse

Industry

 Peace

Corps volunteers

 Robert

Penn Warren interviews
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
Focus on our strengths – Archival Collections
Civil War

diaries, letters, photographs

Slavery
Reconstruction, Industrialization
Civil

Rights

Appalachia, Frontier
Commerce

Nursing Service

in the South
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
Empowering others
Digitization
Metadata
Creating

training
an onramp
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
Community Engagement
Public

events

Scanning
Engaging

events
specialized communities
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The Kentucky DPLA Hub
DPLA is….
Supporting

all the work we have done
with the KDL to date

Helping

link our infrastructure to the
“last mile”

Helping

us to engage with our
community in new and creative ways

Thanks for the opportunity!

